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Date:  Monday & Tuesday, Sept 8-9  
(fly in Sunday, fly out Tues evening)

Location: Toronto

Cost: $2000

Register: dcreelman@creelmanresearch.com

Practical rigor: 
A serious introduction to 
evidence-based management
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Intent
Managers want to make the best fact-based decisions—but getting the right decision made can 
be painful. Too many opinions, too much ambiguity, and sometimes too much politics exist in 
organizations. Evidence-based management (EBmgt) is a practice that guides organizations in making 
good decisions grounded in the best available evidence.

EBmgt parallels other movements like evidence-based medicine (doctors choosing treatments based on 
the best clinical evidence), evidence-based policy (governments making policy based on interventions 
shown to work), and evidence-based education (education practices based on what the data show has a 
positive effect on students)

This two-day seminar develops the practical skills managers need to bring evidence-based approaches 
to their organization.

What we focus on
• Understanding: What is evidence-based management? How do I build awareness in my 

organization? How can we overcome misconceptions that prevent adoption?

• Skill: Enhance participant’s skill in the main techniques of evidence-based management.

• Impact: How do I bake fact-based approaches into the culture? What skills do we have to buy, 
build or borrow? Is an investment in data systems required? Can I get budget for this by leveraging 
interests in Big Data, better quality, or other improvements?

• Sustainability: To sustain the learning we offer membership in an on-going community of practice 
that meets by phone once a month.
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Is evidence-based management  
like something i already know?
An organization that adopts EBmgt is a bit like a manufacturing line that adopts Lean Management. 
Like Lean, EBmgt is a mindset, a way of doing things, and a set of techniques. However, it is far less 
rigid than lean. Companies evolve towards EBmgt by building competencies and specific practices 
rather than adopt a large-scale change program.

Is it just another name for analytics? While it’s true that analytics is a big part of EBmgt, there is  
more to decision making than mining data; EBmgt is a fresh look at the decision practices and 
information quality.

Why Attend?
• You make difficult decisions 

“I want to be confident that I am making the right decision and that I can defend it.”  
Evidence-based management means making decisions using the best available evidence from 
multiple sources. It shows why a choice makes sense given what we know.

• You want to bring better decision making to your business unit 
“I’ve read about how at Google it is second nature to look at data before making a decision, I’d like to 
bring some of that rigor to my unit.”  
Evidence-based management helps create a culture that balances fact and judgment.

• You need a framework to guide the shift to deeper analytics 
“I’m in favor of analytics, but I worry that with all the hype around Big Data spending will get out of 
control. We need a framework to rein it in.” 
Evidence-based management gets us away from hype and into a reasoned way to make decisions, 
understanding where Big Data helps and where other methods suffice.
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Who should attend?
The course is aimed primarily at Directors and VPs who want to improve their own capabilities in 
evidence-based management and the capability of their department or organization.

Workshop leaders
Denise M. Rousseau is the leading advocate of evidence-based management. She is the H.J. Heinz II 
University Professor of Organizational Behavior and Public Policy at Carnegie Mellon University’s H. 
John Heinz II School of Public Policy and Management and the Tepper School of Business. She was 
the 2004-2005 President of the Academy of Management and is the founder of the Evidence-based 
Management Collaborative and academic chair of the Center for Evidence-Based Management. Her 
2012 Handbook of Evidence-Based Management (Oxford) guides practice, teaching and research on 
Evidence-Based Management.

David Creelman’s research on human capital keeps him in touch with the most relevant ideas in 
strategic and global management. He’s spoken about human capital at the World Bank Headquarters 
in Paris, he’s worked with Etisalat Academy organizing HR conferences in Dubai, and he’s taken 
professors from Japan’ Kobe University to meet leadership development pros at PepsiCo and Goldman 
Sachs. He is a long-time collaborator with HR luminaries such as Ed Lawler, Dave Ulrich and Henry 
Mintzberg. Prior to founding Creelman Research and Creelman Lambert, he helped launch HR.com 
and worked for the Hay Group in Toronto and Kuala Lumpur. He and Andrew Lambert won the 
Walker Award for their work on Boards and HR.

Bob Nagar’s career trajectory started from being a founding member of a start-up (Catamaran, formerly 
SXC Health Solutions Corp) which is now the most valuable healthcare technology stock in Canada.  
Today, his work is his practice as a business and personal development coach.  This career trajectory 
has afforded him the opportunity to be inside exploring out, and outside exploring in.  His consulting 
and workshop interventions have delivered measurable results and lasting behavior change impacting 
productivity and performance.  Creelmanresearch.com
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Evidence based workshop agenda
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What is evidence-based 
management (ebmgt)?

Managers already use data, how doe EBmgt build on that?

Where does it add value? What are the limitations?

What are the lessons from more mature evidence-based 
practices like evidence-based medicines?

What misconceptions slow down evidence-based practice?

The ebmgt process & 
evidence quality

What does a textbook EBmgt process look like?

How does EBmgt contrast to existing decision making 
processes?

What do these processes look like in the real world?

The tools Academic evidence

Existing Organizational evidence (data, facts and figures 
from the organization)

Creating Organization evidence (pilots, experiments)

Evidence from managerial experience

Rapid Evidence Review

The EBmgt Mindset Exercise applying the process 

Day 1
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Evidence based workshop agenda
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Cases applying the tools The cases of Asbury Heights & 3C

The neuroscience of 
bad decisions & 
some repairs

How EBmgt fits the evidence into the way people make 
decisions; Cognitive biases and their repairs

Exercise on applying 
ebmgt to your 
current issue

Group exercises on applying what we have learned about 
EBmgt to real issues in your organization

Bringing evidence-based 
practices into your 
organization

How have other evidence-based practices been built into 
organizations?

Clearly there’s a strong connection to analytics and Big 
Data; how do we leverage that link?

Buying, building or borrowing the skills

Exercise on identifying tactics that would actually work 
to move the needle of EBmgt in your own work, your 
department or organization

Sustaining the effort Discussion of ways to sustain the effort including 
participating in a community of practice.

Day 2
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To register, go to www.creelmanresearch.com/register.html 

Or email dcreelman@creelmanresearch.com 

Register
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